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1 Introduction

With the miniaturization of chips and the development of wireless networks, there are
more device online than ever. Ericcson estimates to reach 8.3 billion mobile subscriptions
by the end of 2024 [Eri18]. The network requirements of these subscriptions are diverse.
On the one hand, half of the mobile subscriptions are estimated to be used for Internet of
Things (IoT) connections. The challenge of IoT networks is not their bandwidth require-
ment but the massive number of online nodes. On the other hand, with the increasing
popularity of streaming services like YouTube or Net�ix, users steam video while they
commute to work. This streaming generates a huge tra�c load: video tra�c accounted
for 70% of the mobile Internet tra�c in 2018, according to Ericcson. Finally, new ap-
plication scenarios, like Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) communication, require a low latency
network. 5G intends to give a solution to this demand by aiming < 1 ms latency. How-
ever, reaching sub-millisecond latency cannot be achieved by relying solely on hardware
solutions as packets cannot travel faster on the network than the speed of light. Therefore,
smart software solutions are also required to reduce the server-client physical distance.

In this work, I analyze these three requirements in detail and investigate the potential
of using distributed networks and network coding to give solutions to them. Compared to
server-client based setups, distributed networks are better to scale, so it can serve more
nodes with higher throughput. Furthermore, having the possibility to choose a node or
server to download from can reduce the network latency as nodes in proximity can be
selected. Network coding increases cache hit ratio and reduces packet errors.
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Figure 1: Networks overview

In my work, I have identi�ed four distributed scenarios in interest: Multi-source down-
load, Peer-to-Peer (P2P) data distribution, mobile P2P-assisted streaming and mobile
edge cloud as Figure 1 shows. I proposed several protocols for multi-source and P2P
download, including general P2P data distribution and P2P-assisted streaming. I in-
vestigated the possibilities of applying coding, namely Random Linear Network Coding
(RLNC) [Ho+03], on the distributed data for both multi-source and P2P downloads. Fur-
thermore, I proposed protocols and software architecture for mobile edge cloud to bring
the computation power and data close to the client to the edge of the network.
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2 Problem statement

This work focuses on distributed communication networks that comprise several nodes
that I de�ne the following way:

De�nition 2.1 (Node). Node is a single entity in the network that has storage, connects
to other nodes, and can upload and download from them.

Connected node exchange the source data:

De�nition 2.2 (Source data). Source data is the original data that the nodes aim to
download. It consists of L packets.

I di�erentiate four key properties that in�uence the behavior of a node. A node can be
static that never leaves the network or dynamic. A node has limited A ≤ L or unlimited
A = L storage size. It can download the data by random access or streaming. Streaming
can be on-demand, immutable or mutable live streaming. With mutable live streaming,
nodes can in�uence the source data.

To simplify some of my notations, I further de�ne:

De�nition 2.3 (Content Server). Static node with unlimited storage that possesses all
L packets.

De�nition 2.4 (Moving content server). A content server that can change its location.

Figure 1 shows an overview of the four environments in interest that I de�ne the
following way:

De�nition 2.5 (Multi-source network). Multi-source networks contain N content servers
and a static node with unlimited storage. The node is connected to the content servers
with a lossy data link and a perfect reverse link. Links have a delay where the round trip
time (RTT) takes up k time slots. The node sends commutative acknowledgment to the
servers. There are L source packets that all the content servers posses. The node aims
to gather all L packets in a streaming fashion by downloading from all contents servers
simultaneously.

De�nition 2.6 (Peer-to-Peer (P2P) data distribution). P2P data distribution network
contains a content server and N static nodes with unlimited storage. Content server
behaves as a regular node, therefore, the nodes do not know which node is the content
server before they connect to it. There are L source packets that the content server posses.
Nodes can connect to any node to collect all L packets through on-demand download.

De�nition 2.7 (P2P-assisted streaming). P2P-assisted streaming systems contain a con-
tent server and N dynamic nodes with A-sized limited storage. There are L source packets
that the content server posses. Nodes always have a connection to the content server and
they can also connect to other nodes. Nodes aim to gather all L packets in a streaming
fashion.

De�nition 2.8 (Mobile edge cloud network). Mobile edge cloud network has N static
nodes, a single content server, and several server locations, where the server can migrate.
The content server posses all L source packets and able to change its location. Other
nodes live stream the data from the content server. Nodes also have a control channel
back to the content server that they can use to alter the streamed content. If a node
alters the stream, it will be changed for all other nodes.
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3 New Theoretical results

Thesis I: Multi-source coded download

I have maximized throughput of multi-source protocols based on di�erent network pa-
rameters by designing an analytical framework and investigating multi-source download
in loosely orchestrated networks. I have proposed six protocols, including uncoded, rate-
less RLNC, and sliding-window based RLNC protocols and contrast their goodput. I have
shown that employing RLNC in a multi-source network improves goodput, in particular
sliding window-based RLNC protocol achieves the maximum theoretical goodput. I have
shown that RLNC can signi�cantly increase the network goodput in practical systems by
designing a application that uses the uncoded and rateless RLNC protocols to download
YouTube videos from multiple sources. To verify my �ndings, I have run an extensive
measurement campaign over eleven months and analyzed 1,300,000 log records.

Publications related to this thesis: [1], [4], [5], [6], [7]
Patents related to this thesis: [21]
Talks and Demos related to this thesis: [22]

In this thesis, content servers and the static node are also referred to as sources and
receiver, respectively. I have focused on a loosely orchestrated environment where there
is no central controller that orchestrates the download scheduling. Thus, servers can only
use the information from the commutative feedback to schedule packets for transmission.

Subthesis I.1: Proposing SR-ARQ-based model for multi-source

download

I have proposed a modi�ed SR-ARQ-based model that supports lossy forward and perfect
reverse links to analyze multi-source downloads. I have modeled the transmission status
with a hidden Markov model that is driven by a multi-state Markov process to make my
solution applicable to di�erent types of links. I have measured the receiver status with
its Degrees of Freedom (DoF) to make the model support both coded and uncoded protocols.

I proposed a time-slotted model, where at every time slot, a source sends a packet
that may be delivered or lost due to erasure. The outcome of a transmission through link
i is a Bernoulli random variable, denoted by X (i) = {0, 1}. The link condition is modeled
by a multistate Markov chain S(i) = {1, . . . , K(i)} with probability transition matrix P(i).

Each state S(i)
t = j, j ∈ S(i) has a di�erent error probability ε(i)j . We denote the set of

these link error probabilities by ε(i) = {ε(i)1 , . . . , ε
(i)

K(i)}. The Markov process S(i)
t driven

hidden Markov process X(i)
t can be characterized by {S(i),X (i),P(i), ε

(i)}. Furthermore
PL,(i) = P(i) · diag{ε(i)} and PR,(i) = P(i) · diag{1− ε(i)} are the probabilities of losing and
receiving a packet, respectively.

The receiver sends feedback to all sources, and the reverse link is perfect. Therefore,
sources receive an ACK or NACK in every slot. Furthermore, the packet scheduling at a
source is independent of the other sources, introducing a new source to the system will
not limit the other sources. Thus the system avoids the straggler problem.
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Subthesis I.2: Introducing a general analysis approach

I have investigated the performance of di�erent multi-source protocols by proposing an
analytical framework. I have expressed the goodput of networks with N sources through
constructing a matrix signal-�ow graph and using probability generation function. I have
shown that it is su�cient to consider the last k time slots to calculate the goodput. I have
used my framework to contrast the performance of several multi-source protocols and to
maximize the goodput of multi-source networks.

I de�ne the seven packet events: A packet can get 1) EL,(i) (lost) or 2) ER,(i) (received)
on link i. A packet can be 3) EpU,(i) (potentially useful) or 4) EpD,(i) (potentially duplicate).
It can be 5) EU,(i) (useful) or 6) ED,(i) (duplicate) if it is received and it was potentially
useful or duplicate, respectively. As EL,(i) and ED,(i) are equivalent in terms of receiving
new packet, thus I merge them into 7) EF,(i) (failed) event.

The receiver sends cumulative feedback to the sources. Therefore each source has
information about the packets at the receiver. This information is at most k time slot
old. Therefore, it is su�cient to consider only the events in time slots between [t−k, t−1]
to calculate the probability of a packet is useful at time t.

To calculate the probabilility of EU,(i), I have proposed a matrix signal-�ow graph for
multi-source systems [AN07] that I used to express the probability generation function
(PGF) of the transmission time:

PGF of the transmission time for link i

φτ(i)(z) =
1

1− ε(i)F
π(i)PU,(i)(I− zPF,(i))−1zPU,(i)1, (1)

where ε(i)F is the packet-failure rate, π(i) is the stationary vector of P(i), PU,(i) and PF,(i)
are the probabilities of a packet is useful or failure. I is the identity matrix and 1 is the
column vector of ones.

The average transmission time of source i, τ (i) can be obtained by evaluating the �rst
derivative of PGF φτ(i)(z) at z = 1. The goodput, η(i) of link i is the reciprocal is the
average transmission time, i.e., η(i) = 1/τ (i)

1.

Calculating the probability of sending a useful packet PU,(i) and a packet failure
PF,(i) at time slot t

PU(t) =
∑

v∈{0,1}t
PpU(v)Ppast(v1 . . . vt−1)PR,(s(t))vt

PF(t) =
∑

v∈{0,1}t
PpD(v)Ppast(v1 . . . vt−1)PR,(s(t))vt + (1− vt)PL,(s(t)),

(2)

where vector v = [v1 . . . vt] is the series of event that packets are received or lost between
time slots [1, t]. PpU(v) and PpD(v) are the probabilities that a packet is potentially useful
or duplicate at time t. Ppast(v1 . . . vt−1) is the probability of [v1 . . . vt−1] is the series of
events between time slots [1, t− 1].

1This is indeed a lower bound due to the Jensen's inequality [GR07] and the convexity of 1/τ (i).
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Calculating Ppast(v1 . . . vt−1) at time slot t

Ppast(v1 . . . vt−1) =
N∏
i=1

t−1∏
l=i

(l−i mod N)=0

π(i)P
vl
R,(i)P

|1−vl|
L,(i) 1. (3)

Probability of a packet is potentially useful PpU(v) or duplicate PpD(v)

PpU(v) =

k− k
N∑

u=0

k
N∑
d=0

min(d,u)∑
m=0

∑
∑
aj=u∑
bi=d∑

ci=m, ci≤bi

Ppaired(a,b, c)PsU(a,b, c)Poutcome(v, a,b)
(4)

where Ppaired(a,b, c) is the probability of a,b and c are the events in the last k time slots,
while Poutcome(v, a,b) is the probability of a,b and c are the events, conditioned on v.
PsU(a,b, c) and PsD(a,b, c) are the probability that a source chooses a useful or duplicate
packet for transmission, respectively, based on applied packet scheduling strategy. PpD(v)
can be expressed similarly to PpU(v) by using PsD(a,b, c) instead of PsU(a,b, c).

My matrix-�ow graph approach to calculate the goodput is only applicable if lim
t→∞
PU(t)

and lim
t→∞
PF(t) exist.

Subthesis I.3: Proposing multi-source protocols

I have provided the theoretical upper and lower bound for the goodput of multi-source
downloads by proposing su�cient genie and uncoded sequential protocols. To maximize
the goodput, I have further designed four practical protocols, including RLNC-based
protocols. I have introduced a constraint on the packet delay by proposing two windowing
techniques. I have shown that rateless RLNC techniques can boost goodput, while network
coded sliding window achieves optimal performance with both window technique.

I have proposed two moving window model for multi-source data transfer:

Sparse moving window contains w packets. Once a packet is transmitted from the
window, the subsequent one from the available packets is added to the window.

Strict moving window for source i represented with a set of packets W(i)(t):

W(i)(t) = {l ∈ L | ldMin < l ≤ ldMin + w}
L(i)
down(t) = {l ∈ L | packet l was transmitted and acknoledged by time slot t},

(5)

where L = {1, . . . , L} is the set of packets, ldMin = min(L\L(i)
down(t)) is the packet with

least ID that has not been transmitted or acknowledged by time t.
While sparse window always keeps w packets in the window, the strict window has a

more strict limit on the packet delay.
I have proposed six protocols and investigated their goodput:

Protocol 3.1 (Su�cient genie). The Su�cient genie transits only DoF-increasing packets
to the receiver.

As packets may get lost on the link, the su�cient genie only gives the optimal schedul-
ing with the given link conditions.
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PsU(a,b, c) for su�cient genie independently of the applied windowing mechanism:

PsU(a,b, c) = 1− PsD(a,b, c) = 1. (6)

Protocol 3.2 (Uncoded sequential). Uncoded sequential transmit the packets in a se-
quential fashion, using the window in a �rst-in, �rst-out (FIFO) fashion.

PsU(a,b, c) for uncoded sequential independently of the applied windowing mecha-
nism:

PsU(a,b, c) = 1− PsD(a,b, c) =

∣∣∣∣∣∣(1−min(
k∑

j=k−s(t)−1

aj, 1))

∣∣∣∣∣∣ . (7)

Protocol 3.3 (Uncoded random). Uncoded random selects a packet uniformly at random
from its window for transmission.

PsU(a,b, c) for uncoded random with sparse moving window:

PsU(a,b, c) = 1− PsD(a,b, c) =
w − ( k

N
− (d−m))− (u−m)

w − ( k
N
− (d−m))

, (8)

where u =
∑k

j=1 aj, d =
∑k

i=1
bi, m =

∑k
i=1

ci.

PsU(a,b, c) for uncoded random with strict moving window:

PsU(a,b, c) =
w∑

wa=wmin

P (W = wa)
wa − ( k

N
− (d−m))− (u−m)∑w

w′
a=wmin

P (W = w′a)(wa − ( k
N
− (d−m)))

wmin = max

(
1, u, (

k

N
− (d−m)) + (u−m)

) (9)

Protocol 3.4 (Rateless RLNC coded with random generation selection). The protocol
groups the packet in the window into g-sized generation and applies RLNC to them. A
generation for transmission is chosen uniformly at random.

Protocol 3.5 (Rateless RLNC coded with rarest-�rst-generation selection). The protocol
groups the packet in the window into g-sized generation and applies RLNC to them. A
generation with the least received packet is chosen for transmission.

Protocol 3.6 (Coded sliding window). The coded sliding window encodes all the packets
in the window with RLNC.

PsU(a,b, c) for coded sliding window independently of the applied windowing mech-
anism:

PsU(a,b, c) = 1− PsD(a,b, c) =

{
1 if (t mod k) < w

0 otherwise
. (10)

As Figure 2 shows, rateless RLNC techniques increase goodput, while coded sliding
window achieves optimal performance. On the other hand, the coded sliding window may
introduce signi�cantly higher computation overhead, as it codes over more packets. I have
also shown that burst errors can signi�cantly drop the goodput if we allow losses on the
reverse link. Furthermore, I showed that our multi-source approach avoids the straggler
problem.
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Figure 2: Goodput for sparse (left) and strict (right) moving window for sources N ∈
{1, 2, 4}, RTT κc = 3, window size w = 24, generation size g = 12 and burst rate r = 0.3.

Subthesis I.4: Designing a multi-source system

I have shown the practical applicability of multi-source coded download by designing and
implementing a system that uses multi-source protocols to download data from multiple
sources. I have designed Uncoded and Coded MUTP that implements the uncoded
random rateless RLNC coded protocol over WebRTC, respectively. I have shown that
MUTP protocols can outperform HTTP, reaching an up to three-fold goodput increase by
presenting measurement results collected over eleven months.

Protocol 3.7 (MUlti-source Transmission Protocol (MUTP)). MUTP protocol slice the
original data into L packets of 1100 bytes. Sources maintain in-window, and in-transit
packet lists, while the receiver maintains a received packet list. The receiver sends cumu-
lative feedback based on its received list. Based on the feedback and the in-transit list,
sources create a sendable packet list that is used to choose a packet uniformly at random
without replacement for transmission.

Protocol 3.8 (Coded MUTP). Coded MUTP organizes the L source packets into g-sized
generations and applies RLNC to them. It uses the rarest-generation-�rst approach for
packet scheduling to send a packet from a generation that has the least received DoF and
in in-transit packets.

I have developed a system that intercepts YouTube video downloads and forwards
them through multiple servers by using a simple Parallel HTTP or my MUTP protocols.
I have carried out an extensive measurement campaign and showed that using four or
more sources, both MUTP protocols outperform the simple Parallel HTTP. Furthermore,
I have achieved a two- and three-fold normalized goodput increase with Uncoded and
Coded MUTP, respectively as Figure 3 shows. I have shown that applying RLNC in a
loosely orchestrated multi-source scenario can achieve a signi�cant goodput increase.
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Figure 3: Downloading 1-2MB data from N ∈ {1, 2, 4, 6} servers with 896 KB/s and 1,792
KB/s upload bandwidth with window size w = 240 and generation size g = 24.

Thesis II: Peer-to-Peer data distribution

I have shown that RLNC increases the network coherence and decreases the data
distribution time in P2P networks during its initial phase. I have validated my results by
designing and implementing a BitTorrent protocol extension that enables nodes to send
RLNC encoded data but keeps compatibility with the original protocol. To compare the
throughput of di�erent P2P network implementations, I have proposed multiple network
metrics. I have designed multiple algorithms to handle and avoid receiving linearly
depended RLNC encoded packets in P2P networks.

Publications related to this thesis: [2], [8], [9], [10]

In this thesis, I focused on the initial phase of a P2P network, when only the content
server posses all L source packets.

Subthesis II.1: Proposing metrics for P2P networks

I have identi�ed network coherence as one of the main characteristics of a P2P network.
To provide metrics that comprise the duration of the data distribution and the change
of the network coherence during the download, I have proposed network health and
network performance metrics. Using my metrics, I have shown that RLNC enhanced
P2P protocols improve the network throughput during the initial phase of the network.
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De�nition 3.9 (Network coherence). Network coherence is i ≤ N , if removing any i
nodes from the network, all L packets are still present in the network at least once.

To measure the network coherence, the aggregated packet vector B should be exam-
ined: Let bi = {pi1, pi2 . . . piL} represent the downloaded packets at node i, where pi,l is 1
if node i has packet l and 0 otherwise, then:

B = {B1, B2, · · · , BN} =
N∑
i=1

bi (11)

Using B, network health and network performance can be expressed:

De�nition 3.10 (Network Health at time k).

pc = |{l ∈ B | l > pmin}|

Hk = pmin +
pc
L
,

(12)

where pmin = min(B).

De�nition 3.11 (Network performance).

E =

kend∑
k=0

Hk, (13)

where kend is number of time slots that a network needed to distribute all L packets to
all N nodes.

Network performance incorporates both the time the network takes to distribute all
packets to all nodes and also the increase of network coherence throughout the process.

Subthesis II.2: Designing RLNC-based protocol extension for Bit-

Torrent

I have shown the potential of RLNC in P2P networks by designing and implementing
Network Coding Messaging Extension (NCME). To verify my results, I have run several
measurements and compared a conventional BitTorrent implementation with my NCME
extended implementation. I have shown that during the initial phase of the network
NCME outperforms the baseline BitTorrent implementation by up to 20%.

Protocol 3.12 (Network Coding Messaging Extension (NCME)). NCME groups the L
source packets into g-sized generations and applies RLNC to them. These encoded pack-
ets travel the network. After a node receives g linearly independent packet, it decodes
the generation and shares the packets with other nodes, including nodes that use con-
ventional BitTorrent protocol. NCME works over reliable connections. The structure of
the messages follows the basic BitTorrent messages structure, but extends them with the
capability of sending generation id instead of packet id.

I have extended a BitTorrent implementation with NCME and run measurements on
an emulated network. I have investigated the network based on several key parameters,
including node count (N) and packet count (L). I have shown NCME outperforms the
baseline BitTorrent implementation by up to 20%. The gain is higher as N increases, and
L decreases, as Figure 4 shows.
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Figure 4: Nodes count impact on network performance.

Subthesis II.3: Constructing algorithms to handle and avoid

linearly-depended RLNC packets

I have identi�ed typical P2P network patterns that increase the chance of creating
linearly dependent packets. I have proposed three algorithms for handling and avoiding
linearly dependent packets. I have shown through measurement results that my solution
can signi�cantly reduce the number of linearly dependent packets.

I have identi�ed network patterns when node A can requests packets from a node B
that has lower rank than A (i.e.: νA ≥ νB, where νi is the rank at node i). These patters
can lead to the creation of linearly dependent packets that do not increase the DoF at
the receiver node.

I have proposed three algorithms for handling linear dependent packets in RLNC
enhanced P2P networks:

Algorithm 3.1 (Ignoring linearly dependent packets). If a node receives a linearly-
dependent packet, it continues downloading packets from that generation.

Algorithm 3.2 (Just-in-time �ltering). If node A receives a linearly dependent packet
from generation i of connection B, node A stops further request from i of B until node A
receives a have message from node B indicating an increased rank of generation i at B.

Algorithm 3.3 (Probe-based �ltering). Before requesting a new encoded packet from
generation i of node B, node A requests a probe packet of generation i from B. Node B
creates a new encoded packet from generation i and only sends back a small coe�cient
vector of the encoded packet. Receiving the probe, A veri�es whether the full encoded
packet would increase its DoF. Node A only requests data packets from node B if there is
a potential DoF increase.

Using my NCME extended BitTorrent implementation, I have run extensive measure-
ments to evaluate the performance of my algorithms. I have shown that ignoring linearly
dependent packets sends the most packets, but it generates signi�cant network and com-
putational overhead as linearly dependent packets need to be processed too. Just-in-time
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�ltering distributes the data fastest, but it uses more bandwidth than probe-based �l-
tering. Therefore, using probe-based �ltering is recommended as it o�ers a reasonable
trade-o� between network tra�c overhead and data distribution duration.

Thesis III: Peer-to-Peer assisted streaming

I have minimized server load of P2P-assisted streaming in mobile environment by
proposing analytical and practical solutions. I have evaluated the server load based on
di�erent key parameters by constructing a model and proposing an analytical frame-
work. To show the impact of RLNC on P2P-assisted streaming, I have considered four
caching strategies, including random, and RLNC caching. I have shown the practical
applicability of P2P-assisted streaming by designing protocols that implement random
and RLNC caching and proposing algorithms for download scheduling and connections
management. I have shown through measurements that RLNC caching needs 50% fewer
packets to achieve a close-to-zero average server load by designing a system, called PasNet.

Publications related to this thesis: [3], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17]
Talks and Demos related to this thesis: [23], [24], [25]

This thesis focuses on a mobile environment that is a partially distributed network
environment. Nodes are dynamic with limited network bandwidth and storage. Further-
more, detailed information about the nodes is not available; only if a node is part of the
network or not.

This thesis aims to minimize the server load that is:

De�nition 3.13 (Server load). The server load is the minimum required server upload
rate that is enough to serve the nodes without stream interruptions.

Subthesis III.1: Proposing model for P2P-assisted streaming

I have formalized the problem de�nition of this thesis, by creating a time slotted model
that incorporate the possibilities and constraints of a Mobile P2P-assisted streaming
system. The model incorporates node life cycle, node connection, download scheduling,
and limited node storage.

P2P-assisted streaming networks contain Nk nodes at time slot k. Nodes join the
network following a Poisson process and leave the network randomly, following a skew-
normal distribution.

Nodes have an up-to-date list of other network nodes. At time slot k, they are con-
nected to a subset of the available Nk−1 nodes. The active connections of node i at time
slot k are denoted by vector c(i)(k) and bounded by C:

c(i)(k) ∈ {0, 1}Nk , i = 1, . . . , Nk, w(c(i)(k)) ≤ C, (14)

where w(c(i)(k)) gives the active connection count that node i has to other nodes.
Nodes download the L packets sequentially in a streaming fashion, but to enable the

use of advanced download managers, I de�ne a download window:
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De�nition 3.14 (Download window). Download window,W(i)(k) is a set of packets that
node i aims to download at time slot k:

W(i)(k) = {l ∈ L | π(i)
p (k) < l ≤ π(i)

p (k) + w}, (15)

where L = {1, . . . , L} is the set of all packets and π
(i)
p (k) is packet-based download

progress that is de�ned the following way:

De�nition 3.15 (Packet-based download progress). Packet-based download progress,
π
(i)
p (k) ∈ 0, . . . , L is highest id of all downloaded packet at node i at time k, representing

the download progress of node i at time slot k:

π(i)
p (k) = max(L(i)

down(k))

L(i)
down(k) = {l ∈ L | packet l was downloaded by time slot k}

(16)

A node has a A-sized storage to cache downloaded packet and to share them later
with other nodes. Nodes use singe-try caching mechanism that I de�ne as:

De�nition 3.16 (Single-try cache). A cache is single-try ifA(i)
pot(k) is the potential packets

that can be cached and A(i)(k) is the set of packets that are included in the cache at node
i at time k:

A(i)
pot(k) ⊂ {p ∈ W(i)(k) | p is downloaded at time k}
A(i)(k) ⊂ L(i)

down(k), w(A(i)(k)) ≤ A,
(17)

where w(A(i)(k)) is the number of elements in set A(i)(k).

In the described system, I minimize the average server load r:

r = lim
T→∞

T∑
t=1

1

T
r(k)

r(k) =
downloaded packets from the server at time k

all downloaded packets at time k
.

(18)

Subthesis III.2: Proposing analytical framework to minimize

server load

I have shown the potential of the caching strategies and the cache size on server load
in P2P-assisted streaming systems, by proposing an analytical framework. To make the
framework versatile, I have incorporated four key parameters of P2P-assisted network
to my analysis: peer joining and leaving process, packet caching strategy, connection
management, and download scheduling. I used the framework to investigate the impact of
di�erent caching strategies to the server load.

To simplify my calculations in my analytical framework, I assume a most likely peer
con�guration that I represent with the Packet-based node density that can be expressed
by using the transform function Ψ and the node age p.d.f.:

De�nition 3.17 (Transform function). A transformation function Ψ : πt → πδ orders
download progress πδ ∈ [0, 1] to a node, based on its age πt ∈ [0, 1]
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De�nition 3.18 (Node age Probability density function (p.d.f.) falive(t)).

falive(t)∆t =
∆t(1− Fskew(t))∫∞
0

(1− Fskew(t))dt
, t ≥ 0, (19)

where Fskew(t) is the c.d.f. of the node leaving skew-normal distribution.

De�nition 3.19 (Packet-based node density % = {%1, . . . , %L}).

%l =

∫ l+1
L+1

l
L+1

fprg(n)dt, l = 0, . . . , L− 1, (20)

where fprg(n) = falive(Ψ
−1(n)).

Using the density, I expressed the cache miss ration with single P2P connection:

Cache miss ratio for C = 1

s(n) =
L∑

m=0,m 6=n

(1− E(δnm)

min{w,L− n}
)%nwp(n,m), (21)

where wp(n,m) is the probability that node i with π(i)
p = n has a connection to a j with

π
(j)
p = m. E(δnm) is the expected number of packets obtained by node i from node j.
Using the cache miss ration for C = 1, I expressed it for arbitrary number of connec-

tions:

Cache miss ratio for C >= 1 Considering the node's connection establishment as
independent events, the cache miss ratio for node i with π(i)

p = n is:

S(n) =
N∑
j=0

(1− (1− s(n))j)wc(j), (22)

where wc(j) is the probability that node i with π(i)
p = n has j connections.

Using the cache miss ratio, average server load, can be calculated the following way:

Average server load Average server load r as the ratio between the required server
upload rate and the average download rate per node is:

r =
1

L

L∑
n=0

(S(n))%n. (23)

Subthesis III.3: Proposing single-try caching strategies

I have shown the impact of caching strategies on P2P-assisted streaming by proposing
four single-try caching strategies including in�nite caching, FIFO caching, random
caching, and RLNC encoded caching. I have shown that random caching outperforms
FIFO caching, while RLNC further decreases the server load by expressing their E(δnm)
and using my analytical framework to compare them.

I propose in�nite caching as a base line:
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De�nition 3.20 (In�nite caching). With in�nite caching, nodes can store all downloaded
packets: A(i)(k) = L(i)

down(k)

In�nite cache performs as optimal caching with the given connection and download
management constraint, de�ned in my model.

The expected number of packets obtained by node i with π(i)
p = n from node j with

π
(j)
p = m, m ≥ n for in�nite caching is:

E(δnm) for in�nite caching

E(δnm) = min{w,m− n} (24)

De�nition 3.21 (FIFO caching). FIFO caching stores the last A downloaded packets:
A(i)(k) ∈ {p | max{π(i)

p (k)− A, 0} < p ≤ π
(i)
p (k)}

E(δnm) for FIFO caching

E(δnm) = max{0,min{A(m)
end − w

(n)
start, w

(n)
end − A

(m)
start}}, (25)

where A(m)
start = max{0,m−A} and A(m)

end = m represent the start and the end of the cache
at node j and w(n)

start = n and w(n)
end = min{n+w,L} represent the start and the end of the

window of node i.

De�nition 3.22 (Random caching). Random caching caches packets uniformly at ran-
dom across the downloaded data.

P (p1 ∈ A(i)(k)) = P (p2 ∈ A(i)(k)), p1, p2 ∈ L(i)
down(k), (26)

where P is the probability function.

E(δnm) for random caching

E(δnm) =

min{A,w,m−n}∑
q=0

(
min{w,m−n}

q

)(
max{n,m−w}

A−q

)(
m
A

) q. (27)

De�nition 3.23 (RLNC caching). RLNC caching groups the L packets into g-sized
generation and applies RLNC to the generations.

As RLNC caching works with generations, I have proposed a generation-based analysis
that uses "′" to mark the updated notations:

E′(δn′m′) for RLNC caching

E′(δn′m′) =

{
min

{
A
n′ , w

}
if g ≥ w

min{w′,m′ − n′}gm′
min + E(P ′n′m′) otherwise,

(28)

where

E(P ′n′m′) =

min{(A mod m′),w′,m′−n′}∑
q=0

(
min{w′,m′−n′}

q

)(
max{n′,m′−w′}
(A mod m′)−q

)(
m′

(A mod m′)

) q. (29)
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Figure 5: Server load with peers N = 18, generation size g = 8 and packets L = 633.

As Figure 5 shows, random caching needs to store 40% fewer packets to achieve the
same performance as FIFO caching if connections = 5. Compared to the random caching,
RLNC caching needs 50% fewer packets to achieve a close-to-zero average server load. Fur-
thermore, caching half of the packets, RLNC reaches zero server load, when the network
is capable of serving all newcoming nodes without the help of the content server.

Subthesis III.4: Designing protocols and algorithms for mobile

P2P-assisted streaming

I have shown the applicability of P2P-assisted streaming systems by designing Peer-to-
Peer Assisted Streaming Network (PasNet) and running it on more than 100 tablets.
To construct PasNet, I have proposed multiple algorithms and two protocols for mobile
P2P-assisted streaming, based on my single-try caching strategies. I have veri�ed my
analytical framework by comparing its results with the practical results of PasNet.

Protocol 3.24 (WebPeer). WebPeer is a communication protocol that implements the
random caching strategy. Supported messages are summarized in Table 1. All messages

Table 1: WebPeer messages

Availability vector
Similarly to BitTorrent's bit�eld,
it represents the packets in a node's cache.

Have Signals if a new packet is available in the node's cache.
Lost Signals if a packet was deleted from the node's cache.
Request Node requests a given packet from its connection.
Cancel Cancels requests.
Data Contains the requested data packet.

contain a packet ID. Once two nodes connect, they exchange their availability vector.
Later, they only use have and lost messages to indicate the changes of their availability
vectors. The handshake procedure is handled by the underlying protocol.
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Protocol 3.25 (CodedWebPeer). CodedWebPeer extends WebPeer and implements the
RLNC caching strategy with the following updates: have message contains the rank of
a given generation, and lost message is not supported, as sending a have with decreased
rank serves this purpose. Request and cancel messages contain an amount value beside
the generation index that speci�es the number of requested or canceled packets.

Algorithm 3.4 (Node connection management). Nodes accept all incoming connections,
while they create new ones, if they have less than C open connections. Each connection is
bidirectional, behaving in the same way, regardless of the initiator. Each connection stays
open at least for Tcon timeout. If a node has more than C − 1, it closes those connections
that o�er the lowest download rate.

Algorithm 3.5 (Node download management). Download manager schedules a packet
for download from the server only if none of the connected nodes have it. The number of
packets scheduled for download from nodes is linearly proportional to their o�ered rate. If
a packet is not received within Tdown timeout, it reschedules the packet for download.

Using my protocols and algorithms, I have implemented Peer-to-Peer Assisted Stream-
ing Network (PasNet) and run it on more than 100 tablets to show the practical potential
of P2P-assisted streaming systems. I used PasNet to validate my analytical framework
at multiple stages of my calculations. The evaluation has shown that the practical and
analytical results show similar trends with ≤ 0.149 mean square error (MSE).

Thesis IV: Mobile edge cloud

I have minimized the cloud migration time by studying and comparing di�erent migration
solutions and proposing Agile Cloud Migration (ACM). To present the capabilities of
ACM, I have designed and implemented an ACM-based system that cable of migrating data
and computation power to the edge of the network. I have shown through measurements
that my solutions signi�cantly outperforms state-of-the-art KVM- and Docker-based
migration solutions.

Publications related to this thesis: [19], [18], [20]
Talks and Demos related to this thesis: [26], [27], [28], [29], [30], [31], [32], [33], [34]

I have focused on scenarios, where the content server have enough upload rate to fully
server all nodes, while all nodes have enough download rate to live stream the content
without Quality of Experience (QoE) degradation.

Subthesis IV.1: Proposing software architecture for ACM

To achieve fast cloud migration, I have proposed three-state software architecture for the
content server that separates the network communication, computation, and application
state. I have shown through measurements that a system, based on my architecture,
signi�cantly outperforms state of the art KVM- and Docker-based migration solutions in
terms of migration data size.

I have proposed a software architecture for fast cloud migration for content servers
that are also referred to as engines in this thesis.
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Figure 6: Comparison of migration techniques.

My architecture separates the application State, the Worker module that manipulates
the State and the Network module that handles incoming messages and distributes the
State among the connected nodes. Network module contains three channels: 1) the
command channel that receives commands from the nodes and forwards them to the
Worker. 2) The client-state channel is used to distribute the updated State to all the
connected nodes. 3) The engine channel is used to send packets from the old engine to
the location of the new engine.

The architecture supports three states: 1) Active, when the engine receives a command
from the nodes, theWorker executes them and sends the updated State back to the nodes.
2) Migrating, when the incoming commands are forwarded to the new engine location. 3)
Idle, after a successful migration.

I have shown through measurements that applying my architecture can reduce the
migrated amount of data from 143 MB to a few kilobytes.

Subthesis IV.2: Designing communication protocol for ACM

I have proposed a communication protocol for fast cloud migration that keeps the
migration transparent for the users while guarantees zero packet loss throughout the
process. To present the applicability of my architecture and protocol, I have implemented
a browser-based multiplayer gaming application that is capable of moving the computation
power and the data between server locations with minimal delay. I have demonstrated
the potential of my system by migrating the content server of the game between server
locations at di�erent continents and to the edge of the network without game interruptions.

I have designed a protocol for cloud migration:

Protocol 3.26 (Migration protocol for ACM). The protocol has the following �ve steps:
1) The engine (content server) creates a connection with the engine at the new location.
2) The old engine goes to migration state (when it forwards all incoming node commands
to the new engine), while transfers its application State to the new engine. 3) The new
engine receives the State and goes to the active state. 4) The old engine goes to the idle
state, while signals the connected nodes to connect to the new engine. 5) Nodes connect
to the new engine and authenticate themselves.

To calculate the migration time for my protocol, I have proposed the following formula:

Calculating migration time t

t = Lctrl,dst + Cdst,src + Ldst,src + Tstate + Lsrc,dst + Ldst,src + Lsrc,cl + Ccl,dst + Lcl,dst, (30)
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where Lα,β is the latency between α and β, Cγ,δ is the connection establishment time
between Engines γ and δ and Tstate is the State transmission time.

Figure 6 shows that my solution signi�cantly outperforms the state-of-the art migra-
tion techniques. I have shown through measurements that migration time can be reduced
to a few ms, which is the aim of future 5G networks.

4 Application of the new results

All four theses, presented in this document, contained system development to show the
practical applicability of the theoretical results: In Thesis I., I have presented a multi-
source system application that included several content servers at Amazon Web Service
(AWS) and Chrome and Firefox extensions that intercept YouTube videos and downloads
them through those servers. The system has run for eleven months, with more than 75
users, and collected 1,300,000 log records. In Thesis II., I have designed and implemented
a BitTorrent extension to a Java-based BitTorrent client. I have created a testbed with a
controlled network environment and run several measurements to validate my hypotheses.
In Thesis III., I have designed a PasNet that implements my uncoded and Coded MUTP
protocols. I have run PasNet on more than 100 tablets to show its practical potential. I
have also presented PasNet at multiple conferences and trade shows, including 5G Summit
at Dresden, CES, and CCNC at Las Vegas, where it has received a demonstration award.
In Thesis IV, I have designed and implemented a browser-based multiplayer gaming ap-
plication that used my proposed architecture and protocol designs to run measurement
and compare my solution with KVM- and Docker based solutions. The gaming applica-
tion has been presented at multiple conferences and trade shows, including 5G Summit
at Dresden, IFA at Berlin and CES, and CCNC at Las Vegas.
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